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Landscape Structures Introduces Global Motion™ a Revolutionary Freestanding
Rotating Climber
New climbing structure accommodates large groups of kids while remaining easy-to-turn
Delano, Minn. (July 5, 2016) — Landscape Structures Inc., a Delano, Minn.-based commercial playground
equipment manufacturer, has introduced Global Motion™, a new freestanding, rotating climber to its range of
playground equipment. Global Motion welcomes entire groups of children aboard for a fully-inclusive,
multisensory experience. Even when loaded with kids, Global Motion remains easy to turn and control thanks to a
patent-pending progressive resistance mechanism which keeps things rotating at fun, yet controllable speed.
Children who love to climb and turn now have infinite play possibilities in their reach. Sensory-rich
activities like Global Motion help children develop the skills necessary to engage, change and impact the world
around them. In particular, playground activities with motion provide a fun way for kids to develop better depth
perception, balance and cause-and-effect skills.
This freestanding climber features two inclusive openings on the bottom which let kids easily enter and
exit at a height that also allows wheelchair transfer and two levels of seating to give kids a chance to relax and
strategize their next move. The entry handlebars for Global Motion feature TenderTuff™-coated bars which
protect hands from temperature extremes while providing ease of access, sturdy hand support and a soft feel.
Fourteen nets provide ample opportunity for kids to climb on Global Motion inside and out.
See the Global Motion in action and learn more by visiting playlsi.com
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Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been committed to enhancing children’s lives by fostering and creating
inspiring play experiences while honoring the environment. We create innovative playground equipment to
inspire children to grown strong bodies and minds so their futures remain bright. And to further ensure a better
tomorrow, we are sensitive to the environment through manufacturing practices that minimize our impact on the
earth. Our goal from day one has been to foster healthy children playing in healthy communities year after year,
generation after generation.
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